r3.0 Advocation Partner Program
Become part of a global network of ‘Positive Mavericks’ and get the opportunity to participate in
the creation and dissemination of the r3.0 thought leadership
r3.0 is a not-for-profit venture that promotes Redesign for Resilience and Regeneration. Advocation
Partners are an essential ‘second ring’ of experienced partners that promote the vision of r3.0 while
at the same time can generate benefits for themselves as well as for their clients or their own
constituency. Together with these ‘positive mavericks’ r3.0 can expand its global community,
strengthen its organization and implementation power and disseminate the learnings and
recommendations from its publications. The r3.0 Advocation Partnership Program aims at creating
win-win situations, beneficiary for r3.0 as well as for the Advocation Partner.
Who is it a for?
• Advocation Partners are experts in fields in which r3.0 puts specific emphasis on, including but not
limited to mindset shift trajectories, the introduction of context-based and multi-capital success
measurement, renewed materiality processes or the facilitation of collaboration projects in
industries, bioregions or investment portfolios.
• Advocation Partners often have deep knowledge about or interest in (one or more of) the r3.0
Blueprints. Many have been part of their development, or partners can be interested in
implementing the r3.0 (Blueprint) thinking to its clients or target audience.
• The Advocation Partner community consists of a wide variety of individuals and organizations.
They come from e.g. advisory firms, not-for-profits, subject matter experts or networks or
individuals with a Positive Maverick mindset.
What are the benefits and opportunities of joining the r3.0 Advocation Partner Program?
There are many potential benefits and opportunities for collaboration as an Advocation Partner. Each
partner follows its own path and choses its own level of engagement. These are some examples of the
opportunities the partnership can provide:
• Be part of a growing global community with other individuals and organizations working on
different but complementary elements of a world that works
• Receive discount on r3.0 Programs and events, e.g. the Transformation Journey Program and
r3.0 Conference
• Get invited to events exclusively for partners
• Be involved in updating and activation of Blueprints
• Publish or collaborate with r3.0 on creating white papers, case studies, test labs or other
Positive Maverick thinking
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Organize a Transformation Journey Program for your own client or target audience
Apply the inspiration, vision and transformative thinking of r3.0 in your own line of work
Team up with other partners in projects of funding requests
Work together in responding to public consultations
Organize local or regional events with other partners
Implement the r3.0 ideas and recommendations. These may also be put to commercial use.
In that case however, r3.0 expects to receive a ‘fair share’ between 3% and 20% in the form
of a donation

What do we expect from Advocation Partners?
• Be a valuable representative of r3.0 and help to grow understanding, uptake and
implementation of r3.0 recommendations
• Provide contacts and engagement for r3.0 in their region and / or for relevant topics
• Attend and promote events and programs organized by r3.0
• Contribute to the Positive Maverick Thinking, either on its own initiative with e.g. white
papers, case studies, test labs or by invitation of r3.0
• Sign a Partnership Agreement with r3.0 that serves as a letter of intent for collaboration
• Take part in regular Advocation Partner calls
• Be represented on r3.0’s Advocation Partner webpage
What are some examples of the recent work of r3.0?
• The Blueprint Ecosystem consisting of 9 Blueprints on: Reporting, Accounting, Data, New
Business Models, Transformation Journey Program, Sustainable Finance, Value Cycles, Funding
Governance for Systemic Transformation, Educational Transformation
• Transformation Journey Program Curriculum
• Instigation of a Global Treshold and Allocation Commons (GTAC) and a Global Threshold and
Allocation Network (GTAN)
• Collaborated with the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) on
its four-year Sustainable Development Performance Indicators Project
• Publication of Opinion Papers, White papers and Case studies
• Organizing a yearly global conference
Want know more?
See www.r3-0.org
Reach out to r3.0’s Community Manager Liesbeth Willemsen: l.willemsen@r3-0.org

